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Abstract: Infrared imaging spectrometers detect and identify targets by collecting spectral and image
information. However, when detecting small temperature differences and dynamic targets, the
accuracy of infrared detection is reduced, the traditional scanning structure detection time is longer,
the real-time performance is poor and it is easy to introduce motion artifacts. This paper proposes
an infrared polarization snapshot spectral imaging system (PSIFTIS) based on a polarizer array, a
lens array and a roof-shaped stepped micromirror. Polarized light can solve the problem of small-
temperature-difference target recognition by characterizing the surface properties of materials. Lens
arrays utilize multi-aperture imaging to achieve snapshot detection of targets. The system can obtain
4D data information, including polarization, in a single measurement cycle. This study completed the
overall optical design of a PSIFTIS and an optical simulation experiment using it. Finally, a system
prototype was built in the laboratory and a polarization spectrum detection experiment was carried
out. The experimental results show that the PSIFTIS could accurately obtain the polarization spectrum
information for the target, the spectral resolution reached 7.8 cm−1 and the Stokes measurement error
was less than 5%.

Keywords: infrared imaging; polarization snapshot; optical design; Fourier-transform spectrometer

1. Introduction

A snapshot spectral imaging system is an optical system that combines spectral analy-
sis and snapshot imaging technology. It is widely used in space detection, military identifi-
cation and camouflage, natural disaster accident monitoring and other fields. However,
with the rapid development of many important fields, such as aerospace remote sensing,
military reconnaissance, resource exploration, geological surveyance and agricultural and
marine-industry remote sensing, performance requirements for infrared transient spectrum
detection equipment continue to increase. Compared with the traditional snapshot spec-
troscopy system, the infrared polarization snapshot spectroscopy imaging system adds
the concept of polarization, which makes up for the shortcoming of low target recogni-
tion rates in cases involving weak radiation targets, complex background conditions and
long-distance detection [1–6].

Polarized light detection technology was initially researched and applied in the 1960s.
In 1972, J. D. Halajian and H. B. Hallock first proposed polarization imaging technology in
a patent [7]. In 2003, the National Aerospace Laboratory of Japan designed and produced
a polarization imaging spectrometer that could collect target images, spectra and linear
polarization information in the liquid crystal tunable filter (LCTF) additional motor rotation
mode and detect the visible and near-infrared bands from 650 to 1100 nm. Experiments
such as earth environment observations, agricultural environment observations and water
pollution monitoring were carried out [8,9]. In 2008, the University of North Carolina
proposed a polarization grating-based snapshot polarization imaging spectrometer with a
working band of 500–700 nm [10]. In the same year, Northwestern Polytechnic University
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developed a polarization imaging spectrometer based on a LCTF. Its detection band is the
visible band of 400–720 nm [11–13]. In 2018, Qingdao University of Science and Technology
combined an improved Sagnac spectropolarimeter and a spectral polarization modulation
system to modulate the Stokes vector of the incident light into different wavenumbers,
obtain the modulated interferogram in a snapshot mode and separate and demodulate
the Stokes spectrum from the interferogram component spectrum [14]. In 2019, North
University of China proposed a new hyperspectral full-polarization imaging method based
on a super achromat quarter-wave plate and acousto-optic tunable filter (AOTF). Its detec-
tion band is 450–950 nm [15]. In 2020, Changchun University of Science and Technology
designed a polarization imaging system with a double Wollaston prism. The system uses
a MgF2 Wollaston prism, 2.3–7 µm working band and four infrared detectors to receive
different polarization images [16]. A spatially modulated computed tomography snap-
shot polarization imaging spectrometer was developed by Changchun Institute of Optics,
Fine Mechanics and Physics, Chinese Academy of Sciences, in 2021. The instrument can
simultaneously obtain the spatial, intensity and polarization information across different
wavelengths for a target. Its detection band is 500–590 nm [17]. In 2022, the National
Astronomical Observatory of Japan carried out polarization calibration for the Sunrise
Chromospheric Infrared Spectropolarimeter, and its detection window wavelengths are
850 nm and 770 nm [18].

Based on the current survey findings, global research on polarization spectral imaging
systems is maturing. However, most instrument work-bands are concentrated in the visible
and near-infrared bands, and there is less research on the mid-infrared bands. The way
these systems acquire different polarization images is time-sharing acquisition, which
has poor real-time performance and requires multiple detectors to detect simultaneously,
increasing the development cost.

In order to solve the above problems, a PSIFTIS based on infrared polarizer array
devices, lens array devices and a roof-shaped stepped micromirror is proposed in this paper.
The system can realize the acquisition of target near-infrared polarization spectrum image
information in a single detection period. In contrast to the traditional time-sharing method
of obtaining polarized light, the polarizer array has the advantage of obtaining information
from multiple polarization directions at the same time. Moreover, this study adopted a
structure with roof-shaped stepped micromirrors, which replaces the traditional design
of obtaining the optical path difference through a moving mirror. This makes the overall
structure of the system more stable, the error when obtaining the optical path difference
smaller and the reconstructed spectrum more accurate. At the same time, the orthogonal
roof-shaped stepped micromirror is matched with the polarization channel to realize the
synchronous detection of the interference patterns of different polarization channels.

A PSIFTIS is proposed in this paper. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: the
structure and principle of the system are given in Section 2, the overall optical design of
the system is introduced in Section 3 and the paper continues with a system simulation
and platform test to verify the reliability of the system in Section 4. Finally, conclusions are
drawn in Section 5.

2. Principle and System Parameters
2.1. PSIFTIS Principle

The schematic diagram of the PSIFTIS is shown in Figure 1a. The PSIFTIS consists of
the front imaging system, beam splitter, higher roof-shaped stepped micromirror, lower
roof-shaped stepped micromirror, rear imaging system and infrared focal plane array
detector. The polarizer array performs polarization modulation on the target, and the
lens array realizes snapshot imaging of the target N × N array. The target is primarily
imaged on the reflective surface of the roof-shaped stepped micromirror in the form of
an image array. The light field of the target object is collimated by the collimator mirror
and then incidented on the polarizer array in parallel, and the polarized light modulated
by the polarizer array is imaged onto the roof-shaped stepped micromirror through the
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lens array. The static interference system, composed of two orthogonally placed high and
low-stepped roof-shaped micromirrors, performs phase modulation on the imaging light
field so that the imaging light fields of each lens unit have different interference orders.
Finally, the image on the roof-shaped stepped micromirror enters the rear imaging system
through the beam splitter and is finally imaged on the detector. From this, we can obtain
the polarization interference image array for the target object and the three-dimensional
polarization interference intensity datasets I0(x,y,∆(m,n)), I45(x,y,∆(m,n)), I90(x,y,∆(m,n))
and I135(x,y,∆(m,n)) for the four polarization directions of the target by segmenting and
registering the polarization interference image array [19,20]. ∆(m,n) is the optical path
difference modulated by the phase modulation unit (m,n): ∆(m,n) = 2(Nn−m)d. Here, m
and n are the position coordinates of the corresponding phase modulation unit, taking
the center of the whole modulation unit as the zero point and increasing accordingly in
the horizontal and vertical directions. N is the series number for the roof-shaped stepped
micromirror, and d is the height of the lowest step of the roof-shaped stepped micromir-
ror. The inverse Fourier transform is performed on the three-dimensional polarization
interference intensity dataset Iθ(x,y,∆(m,n)) to obtain the spectral information Bθ(x,y,ν)
corresponding to the polarization direction.

Bθ(x, y, ν) = 2d∑
m

∑
n

Iθ(x, y, ∆(m, n)) exp[−i4πν(Nn−m)d] (1)

where ν is the wavenumber and (x,y) are the coordinates of any point in the image. Each
polarization channel contains 8 × 8 modulation units, and the imaging units in each
modulation unit correspond to the spectral units one by one. The interference order
distribution corresponding to each modulation unit is shown in Figure 1b.
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Using the Stokes vector expression, the spectral information corresponding to each
Stokes vector can be obtained:

BS0(ν) = BI0(ν) + BI90(ν)
BS1(ν) = BI0(ν)− BI90(ν)
BS2(ν) = BI45(ν)− BI135(ν)
BS3(ν) = BIL(ν)− BIR(ν)

(2)

Using the spectral information corresponding to each Stokes vector, we can also obtain
the polarization state of the incident light:

S0 = E2
ox + E2

oy
S1 = E2

ox − E2
oy

S2 = 2EoxEoy cos δ
S3 = 2EoxEoy sin δ

(3)

In the formula, Eox and Eoy are the amplitudes of the light field in the x and y di-
rections and δ is the phase difference. The orthogonally placed roof-shaped stepped
micromirrors in the system divide the interference imaging area into four parts, with each
area center-symmetrically distributed according to the interference order, corresponding to
the polarization channels. The system is able to fulfill the requirement of simultaneously
acquiring images and spectral information in four different polarization states.

2.2. System Parameters

The design requirements for the infrared polarization spectroscopy imaging system
are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Main specifications of the system.

Parameters Value

Wavelength 3.7–4.8 µm
Spectral resolution <10 cm−1

Modulation transfer function >0.5@17 lp/mm
Interference channel 16 × 16
Polarization channel 4

The system is a secondary imaging system, so the optical matching between the rear
imaging system and each system needs to be considered during the design. In accordance
with the working band of the system, we chose the mid-wave infrared cooling-type area
array detector, 30 µm as the single pixel size diameter, 320 × 256 as the number of pixels
and 4 as the F-number. The width a of the single-step reflective surface of the roof-shaped
stepped micromirror was 4 mm, and the number of left and right steps N was 8, so the
magnification of the rear imaging system was −0.12. According to the numerical aperture
formula NA′ = 1/2F, the image-side numerical aperture NA′b of the rear imaging system
could be obtained as 0.125. Since the object-side numerical aperture of the rear imaging sys-
tem had to match with the image-side numerical aperture of the front imaging system, the
image-side numerical aperture of the front imaging system was NA′f = β × NA′b = 0.015.
The lens array satisfied the matching relationship with the size of the roof-shaped stepped
micromirror, so the size of a single lens was 4 mm, the focal length was 95 mm, the half field
of view of the front imaging system was set toω and 2ω = 2arctan

√
2b/2f′ was defined

according to the field of view; the full field of view was 2ω = 1.7◦.

3. System Optical Design and Evaluation
3.1. Analysis and Design of Collimation System and Lens Array

The collimation system was used to modulate the light of each field of view of the
target into a collimated beam. In order to better judge the design results, the collimation
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system adopted a reverse design; that is, the imaging system with a parallel light incident
was designed first, and then the designed system was turned over to obtain the collimation
system. In order to solve the problem of optical aberration correction in the collimation sys-
tem, aberration balancing was carried out by using the design of the refraction–diffraction
hybrid lens.

For the transmission optical system, the refractive index of the lens was a function of
the wavelength. Different wavelengths of light would have different focal lengths when
passing through the lens, resulting in chromatic aberration [21].

The dispersion of a transmissive material is expressed by the Abbe number:

Vr =
n0 − 1

nshort − nlong
(4)

The Abbe number expression for the diffractive optical element is:

Vd =
λ0

λshort − λlong
(5)

By analyzing the dispersion characteristics of optical elements, it can be shown that
those of diffractive optical elements and transmissive optical elements are just opposite.
Therefore, the chromatic aberration in the system can be effectively eliminated by combining
the refractive element and the diffraction element.

We used a monolithic refractive and diffractive hybrid lens design. The first surface of
the lens was set as the diffraction surface, and the second surface was set as the refractive
surface. According to the focal degree distribution formula for traditional refractive and
diffractive hybrid lenses: {

Φr + Φd = Φ
Φr
Vr

+ Φd
Vd

= 0
(6)

In the formula, Φ, Φr and Φd are the focal powers of the collimation system, the
refraction surface and the diffraction surface. Vr and Vd are the Abbe numbers of the
transmissive material and the diffractive element. For rotationally symmetrical diffractive
optical elements, the phase function is expressed as follows:

p(r) =
2π

λ
(A1r2 + A2r4 + A3r6 + ...) (7)

In the formula, r is the semi-diameter of the component, and Ai is the phase coeffi-
cient. A1 determines the focal power of the diffractive optical element, which satisfies the
following relationship:

A1 = −Φd·λ0

2mλ
(8)

In the formula, m is the diffraction order, and m = 1. The central wavelength of the
system is λ0 = 4.0 µm, and λ is the working wavelength. The lens material is germanium.
Using the focal length of the collimation system combined with Formulas (6)–(8), the initial
structural parameters of the refractive and diffractive hybrid lens could be obtained.

The field of view of the collimation system was the field of view of the front imaging
system and equaled 1.7◦, and its aperture D = 64 ×

√
2 = 90.5 mm. We set the focal length

of the collimation system as 181 mm and used the imaging formula to determine the size of
the object imaged by the collimation system as 5.34 mm.

The parameters of the collimation system are shown in Table 2.
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Table 2. Collimation system parameters.

Parameters Value

Wavelength 3.7–4.8 µm
Half field of view 0.85◦

Focal length 181 mm
Material Germanium

Clear aperture 90.5 mm

Figure 2a shows the optimized optical path layout for the collimating mirror, which
adopted the refraction and diffraction hybrid design. Compared with the traditional
collimation system, the number of lenses used and the overall weight of the system were
greatly reduced. It can be seen from Figure 2b that the RMS value for the wavefront error
of the collimation system wavefront was <λ/10, which proved that the system had good
collimation. According to the lateral color diagram in Figure 2c, the chromatic aberration
distributions of each wavelength were within the Airy disk, and the chromatic aberration
of the collimation system was well-corrected.

Figure 2. Collimation system design results: (a) the collimator layout; (b) wavefront map; (c) lateral
color diagram.

The imaging of the lens array onto the roof-shaped stepped micromirror surface had
to meet the parallel emissions of the principal rays of each field of view to ensure that each
interference channel had a fixed phase difference. An image-side telecentric optical path
design was adopted and the diaphragm array was introduced to set it at the focal plane
of the lens array object side to avoid imaging aliasing between channels. The size of the
lens array corresponded to the size of the roof-shaped stepped micro-reflector to ensure
mutual matching between the imaging unit and the interference unit. Therefore, the lens
was designed as a square lens of 4 × 4 mm. Considering the problem of device spatial
position conflicts in the post-assembly process, the focal length of the lens array had to
be greater than the overall size of the roof-shaped stepped micromirror to avoid conflicts
between the two layouts. Since the imaging surface was a stepped surface, it was also
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necessary to meet the requirement that the depth of focus of the lens array be greater than
the depth of field of the rear imaging system.

In accordance with the mutual restrictive relationship between the size of the di-
aphragm and the angle of view, the design of the diaphragm was determined to be a 2 mm
square aperture. The Fla number for the lens unit was determined to be 33.33 in order
to effectively eliminate chromatic aberration. Using silicon as the design material for the
lens array, the optimized focal length Fla for the lens unit was 94.266 mm, and its focal
depth was ∆z = 4λ(Fla)2. Figure 3a shows the optical path diagram of the lens unit and the
diaphragm, and Figure 3b,c show the Airy disk and the modulation transfer function of the
lens unit imaging. Its image spot was within the Airy disk, and its transmission was close
to the diffraction limit, so it had better imaging quality.
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3.2. Interference System Analysis and Design

The interference system consisted of two orthogonally placed roof-shaped stepped
micromirrors and a beam splitter. Phase modulation is performed on the imaging light
field of the lens array. The optical path structure is shown in Figure 4b. In accordance with
the system requirements, the number of interference channels was 16 × 16, and the spectral
resolution of the system was required to be less than 10 cm−1; the following design was
implemented.

The main parameters of the two roof-shaped stepped micromirrors were the height
d of the low step, the height Nd of the high step, the width a of the step and the number
of stages N in the step. The number of steps and the height of the steps determined the
spectral resolution of the system. The maximum value of the optical path difference was
equal to ∆(m,n)max = 2dN2. In accordance with the design requirements, the number
of interference channels in the system was 16 × 16, so the number of steps used for the
roof-shaped stepped micromirror was 16, there were 8 steps on the left and right sides
each and the width of a single step was 4 mm to match the size of a single lens in the
lens array. In order to achieve higher spectral resolution in the mid-wave infrared band,
narrowband sampling was implemented in the system by adding a narrowband filter [22].
In order to ensure that the interferogram did not lose information during the sampling
process, the sampling frequency of the interferometric system had to be greater than twice
the bandwidth (unit: wavenumber) of the emission spectrum of the measured target; that
is, Fs ≥ 2BW. Therefore, the maximum sampling interval for the interference system had
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to satisfy s ≤ 1/(2BW), and the step height d had to satisfy d ≤ 1/(4BW). If the low step
height was 10 µm, the high step height would have to be 80 µm and the sampling interval
20 µm, while the maximum optical path difference of the system would be 1280 µm and
the calculated spectral resolution ∆υ = 1/∆(m,n)max = 7.8 cm−1, making it possible to meet
the design requirements. The two roof-shaped stepped micromirrors divided the image
plane into four center-symmetrical interference images, as shown in Figure 4c, matching
with the four polarization channels of the polarizer array and making it possible to realize
the instantaneous acquisition of interference images in four polarization directions.
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The parameters of the roof-shaped stepped micromirror are shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Roof-shaped stepped micromirror design index.

Parameters Value

Left/right steps 8
Step width 4 mm

Low step height 10 µm
High step height 80 µm

Sampling interval 20 µm

3.3. Analysis and Design of Rear Imaging System

The rear imaging system was the second imaging system, and the optical parameters
had to match the front imaging system. Since the front imaging system was designed for
the image-space telecentric optical path, in order to reduce the field of view distortion
(<0.15%) at the edge of the system and achieve accurate spectral reconstruction, the rear
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imaging system was designed to match the object-space telecentric optical path. In order to
eliminate the chromatic aberration in the system, the rear imaging system adopted a four-
chip design with a germanium-silicon material combination and a binary surface design for
the second surface. After optimization, the two diffraction coefficients were A1 = −1.874
and A2= −483.174. The aberration caused by the beam splitter and the compensation plate,
as well as the distribution of spatial positions, was also considered in the design. From the
system parameters in Section 2.2, we obtained the design indicators for the rear imaging
system shown in Table 4.

Table 4. The design parameters for the rear imaging system.

Parameters Value

Wavelength 3.7–4.8 µm
Magnification ratio −0.12

Object-space numerical aperture 0.015
Distortion <0.15%

MTF@17 lp >0.5

The optical path structure diagram for the rear imaging system is shown in Figure 5a.
Since the imaging target of the system was a heat source, the aperture of the system had to
match the cold aperture of the detector to suppress the interference from stray light, such as
the cold reflection of the system, in the system. Figure 5b shows the optical transfer function
for the rear imaging system, which was greater than 0.5 at the characteristic frequency of
17 lp/mm. Figure 5c shows the imaging point diagram for the rear imaging system. It can
be seen from the figure that the size of the Airy disk was 19.12 µm, which was smaller than
the size of a single pixel, and the imaging spots of each field of view were all within the
Airy disk. The image quality was good.
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The rear imaging system images the roof-shaped stepped micromirror, so the system
had to have a depth of field greater than the maximum height difference caused by the
roof-shaped stepped structure. According to Section 3.2, the maximum height difference
N2d = 640 µm can be obtained from the high step height and the number of steps in the
roof-type stepped micromirror. Therefore, the rear imaging system had to meet the system
imaging requirements at 640 µm. Image quality evaluation was performed on the system
at 640 µm, and the evaluation results shown in Figure 6 were obtained. The results show
that the transfer function of the rear imaging system at the depth of field of 640 µm reached
above 0.5 at the characteristic frequency of 17 lp, and the distortion was 0.1092%, which
was less than 0.15%, meaning that it met the design requirements.
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3.4. Design and Error Analysis of Polarizer Array

The polarizer array was designed with a silicon substrate wire-grid polarizer, which
met the working band of the system at 3.7–4.8 µm, and the extinction ratio was 1000:1.
In accordance with the Stokes vector measurement principle for polarized light, the four
polarization directions were set as 0◦, 45◦, 90◦ and 135◦, and the polarization state of the
target light field can be expressed by the Stokes vector as follows [23]:

S0 = I(0◦, 0) + I(90◦, 0)
S1 = I(0◦, 0)− I(90◦, 0)
S2 = I(45◦, 0)− I(135◦, 0)
S3 = I(135◦, π/2)− I(45◦, π/2)

(9)

In the formula, S0, S1, S2 and S3 are the four elements of the Stokes parameter. For
I(45◦, π/2), the former 45◦ represents the four polarization directions corresponding to the
four channels of the polarizer array. The latter π/2 is the phase delay angle corresponding
to the introduction of the phase compensator.

The degrees of polarization of the four elements according to the Stokes parameters
are expressed as:

P =

√
S2

1 + S2
2 + S2

3

S0
(10)
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When light enters the system, the Mueller matrix of the linearly polarized channel can
be expressed as:

Mlp =
1
2


1 cos 2θ sin2θ 0

cos 2θ cos2 2θ sin2θ cos 2θ 0
sin2θ sin2θ cos 2θ sin2 2θ 0

0 0 0 1

 (11)

where θ is the angle between the polarizing axis of the polarizer and the horizontal axis x.
When the light is incident on different polarization channels of the polarization system, the
relationship between the Stokes vector of the outgoing light and the Stokes vector of the
incident light is [24]:

Sout = MLP(θpi)·Sin(S0, S1, S2, S3) i = 1, 2, 3, 4 (12)

where θpi is the angle between the polarization axis of each polarizer in the polarization
channel and the x-axis.

We foresaw that a polarization angle error would occur when the four different
polarization channels of the polarizer array were manufactured. From Formulas (6)–(9), we
knew that a polarization angle error would lead to errors in the Stokes vector measurement
and then affect the polarization degree measurement error, so the polarization angle error
was analyzed. We chose the method of controlling a single variable to ensure that the
polarization direction angles of the other three channels were accurate. On this basis,
we changed the polarization angle of the 90◦ polarization channel and recorded the light
intensity values corresponding to the zeroth order of the target interference at intervals
of 0.5 degrees of polarization error. We obtained the error values for each Stokes vector
and the degree of polarization error after the error was introduced, as shown in Table 5.
We processed the obtained results to obtain a diagram showing the relationship between
the angle error and the measurement error (Figure 7). It can be seen from Figure 7 that the
single-channel polarization angle error in the polarizer array had to be within 1.5◦ to ensure
that the Stokes vector measurement error was less than 5% and the polarization degree
measurement error was less than 1%. A detailed description of the derivation process is
given in Appendix A.

Table 5. The design parameters for the rear imaging system.

Error Angle S0 Error S1 Error P Error

0.5◦ 0.594% 0.996% 0.244%
1◦ 1.376% 2.290% 0.565%

1.5◦ 2.144% 3.572% 0.916%
2◦ 2.829% 4.714% 1.193%

2.5◦ 3.598% 6.012% 1.539%
3◦ 4.324% 7.213% 1.872%

3.5◦ 5.093% 8.496% 2.240%
4◦ 5.858% 9.772% 2.613%

4.5◦ 6.624% 11.051% 2.998%
5◦ 7.352% 12.274% 3.377%
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4. Experiment and Discussion
4.1. Geometric Optics Simulation Experiment

We used optical software to connect each subsystem and complete the geometric optics
simulation experiment on target imaging. We obtained the optical structure distribution
map for the PSIFTIS, as shown in Figure 8a. According to the imaging results shown in
spot diagram in Figure 8b, the RMS radius of the image point was smaller than the Airy
disk radius, meaning that the imaging requirements of the system were met.
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field of view.

4.2. Simulation Experiment of Graph Reconstruction

We conducted physical optics simulation experiments on the system to verify its
polarization imaging and map reconstruction capabilities. The ray-tracing diagram of
the system is shown in Figure 9a. Using the incident polarized light with a polarization
direction of 63.43 degrees, the target was imaged, and the polarization interference image
array for the target was obtained. Then, the polarization interference image information
was segmented and registered to obtain the three-dimensional polarization interference
intensity data cube Iθ(x,y,∆(m,n)), as shown in Figure 9c.
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three-dimensional data cube, we can obtain the corresponding interference intensity se-
quence diagram, as shown in Figure 10a. We used Formulas (1) and (2) to obtain the po-
larization spectrum information corresponding to a pixel point and the spectrum infor-
mation corresponding to each Stokes vector. The reconstructed spectrum in the hori-
zontal polarization direction is shown in Figure 10b, and the reconstructed spectral in-
formation corresponding to each polarization direction and the spectral information 
corresponding to each Stokes vector are shown in Figure 10c,d. It can be seen from the 
results that, compared to the spectral wavenumber corresponding to the target 4 µm 
wavelength, there was no peak position shift at the peak of the reconstructed spectrum. 
The simulation results prove that the system has a better ability to reconstruct the spec-
trum. The noise at the bottom was caused by the discrete sampling of the light source 
during the simulation, which resulted in crosstalk between adjacent imaging points. 
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Figure 9. Physical optics simulation: (a) ray-tracing diagram; (b) polarization interference image
array; (c) polarization interference image array processing.

By selecting any pixel point (x, y) from the polarization interference three-dimensional
data cube, we can obtain the corresponding interference intensity sequence diagram, as
shown in Figure 10a. We used Formulas (1) and (2) to obtain the polarization spectrum
information corresponding to a pixel point and the spectrum information corresponding
to each Stokes vector. The reconstructed spectrum in the horizontal polarization direction
is shown in Figure 10b, and the reconstructed spectral information corresponding to each
polarization direction and the spectral information corresponding to each Stokes vector
are shown in Figure 10c,d. It can be seen from the results that, compared to the spectral
wavenumber corresponding to the target 4 µm wavelength, there was no peak position shift
at the peak of the reconstructed spectrum. The simulation results prove that the system
has a better ability to reconstruct the spectrum. The noise at the bottom was caused by the
discrete sampling of the light source during the simulation, which resulted in crosstalk
between adjacent imaging points.
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Figure 11. Experimental platform: (a) a picture of the prototype of the PSIFTIS in a laboratory en-
vironment. 1—detector, 2—rear imaging system, 3—longitudinal roof-shaped stepped micro-
mirror, 4—beam splitter, 5—transverse roof-shaped stepped micromirror, 6—lens array, 
7—collimator, 8—polarizer array, 9—target; (b) black body; (c) experimental target; (d) optical fil-
ter. 

Figure 10. Simulation map reconstruction: (a) interference intensity sequence for any pixel point;
(b) reconstructed spectrum in horizontal polarization direction; (c) reconstructed spectra for each
polarization direction; (d) reconstructed spectra for each Stokes vector.

4.3. Experiment Results
4.3.1. Polarization Diagram and Spectrum Detection Experiment

After processing the system, we set up an experimental platform in the laboratory
environment and verified the system’s map detection performance by comparing the
obtained experimental data with the ideal data. The system structure built is shown in
Figure 11a.
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Figure 11. Experimental platform: (a) a picture of the prototype of the PSIFTIS in a laboratory
environment. 1—detector, 2—rear imaging system, 3—longitudinal roof-shaped stepped micromirror,
4—beam splitter, 5—transverse roof-shaped stepped micromirror, 6—lens array, 7—collimator, 8—
polarizer array, 9—target; (b) black body; (c) experimental target; (d) optical filter.
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In order to obtain the polarization spectrum information for the target, we used a black-
body light source as an active light source. A polarizer was added behind the black body
to simulate a linearly polarized light source with a polarization angle of 63◦. The polarized
image information shown in Figure 12a was finally obtained by irradiating the target with
the T-shaped notch through the polarized light source. We selected a narrowband filter with
center wavelengths of 3800 nm (2644.64 cm−1) and 4230 nm (2358.43 cm−1) and used the
theoretical spectral information for the narrowband filter to perform spectral verification of
the target.
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image, S1 vector image, S2 vector image and fused image.

We selected the image corresponding to the zeroth interference order at a wavelength
of 3800 nm, performed Stokes vector demodulation on its imaging information and obtained
the Stokes vector diagrams corresponding to the targets S0, S1 and S2. It can be seen from
the figure that the image corresponding to S1 had more obvious characteristics of the target
in the horizontal direction, the image corresponding to S2 had obvious characteristics in the
vertical direction and the overall brightness of the polarization image was more obvious
than that of the total light intensity S0 image. The target eigenvalues of the Stokes vector S1
and S2 were extracted and fused to obtain the fused image, as shown in Figure 12b. The
fused image could be seen, and the image recognition rate was higher. Compared with the
S0 image, the introduction of polarization information helped the system to better identify
the target.

Since the change in the polarization angle did not affect the shift in the peak position of
the final reconstructed spectrum, the horizontal polarization image information was used.
By segmenting and registering the polarization image array, the polarization interference
data cube for the target was obtained, and the spectral information for the target was
obtained using Formula (1). By comparing the standard spectrum and the measured
spectra for narrowband filters (3800 nm, 4230 nm) with different central wavelengths, the
comparison diagram shown in Figure 13a was obtained. The dotted line is the theoretical
reconstruction spectrum corresponding to the narrowband filter, and the solid line is the
experimental reconstruction spectrum measured by the instrument. The wavenumber
corresponding to the peak position of the target’s actual measured spectrum was basically
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the same as the wavenumber corresponding to the peak position of the narrowband filter.
The error was within one spectral resolution, and the actual spectral resolution of the
system met the design requirements. Using the values for the reconstructed spectral peak
of each polarization channel, we could determine the polarization state of the incident light.
Figure 13b shows the reconstructed spectra corresponding to each polarization channel of
the filter at 3800 nm. Figure 13c shows the spectra corresponding to each Stokes vector. The
experimental results were consistent with the simulation results, and the system met the
design requirements.
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We used Formula (2) to calculate that the polarization angle of the incident light was
62.47◦, which was within one degree of the actual incident light polarization angle of 63◦.
The errors for the Stokes vectors S0, S1 and S2 were 2.5%, 4.6% and 3.1%, respectively, which
were all less than 5% and, therefore, met the design requirements.

4.3.2. Wideband Detection Experiment and Gas Detection Experiment

As the spectrometer used narrowband sampling and the sampling bandwidth was
250 cm−1, the bandwidth had to be less than or equal to a 250 cm−1 filter; otherwise,
spectral aliasing would occur. We chose a narrowband filter with central wavelengths of
4510 nm, 4628 nm and 4720 nm to reconstruct the spectrum. Then, the coinciding part of
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the narrowband sampling wavenumber interval (where the normalized spectral value was
0.5) was spliced to obtain the calibrated wideband spectrum for the multi-narrowband
splicing, as shown in Figure 14a. The black dotted line is the theoretical radiation line of the
black body at 80 ◦C. Figure 14c shows the two spectral residual diagrams after calibration.
According to the distribution curve of the residual map, the spliced spectrum was largely
consistent with the original measured spectrum.
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spectrum.

We also carried out spectral measurement experiments with carbon monoxide gas.
The experimental device is shown in Figure 15a. The concentration of carbon monoxide in
the gas pool was 10%. We chose narrowband filters with central wavelengths of 4510 nm,
4628 nm and 4720 nm. The transmittance spectrum was obtained by applying data pro-
cessing to the interference image. The final spectral data are shown in Figure 15b. The
measured results show that the absorption spectra obtained were in good agreement with
the theoretical spectra.

The error was caused by the interference from the experimental environment, the
non-uniform spectral response of the detector and the non-uniform transmittance of the
anti-reflective coated lens in the spectral response range.
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monoxide gas pool, 3—black body; (b) the comparison between the measured spectrum and the
actual spectrum.

4.4. Discussion

We obtained the polarization image and reconstructed the spectral lines of the target
through experiments. Although there was a certain eccentricity in the polarization interfer-
ence image array, it did not affect the later interference sampling. It is necessary to improve
the machining accuracy during the processing of lens arrays. If the eccentricity is too large, it
is necessary to correct it in the later image processing. The instrument improves data collec-
tion efficiency through an infrared system structure combining a polarizer array and lens ar-
ray. It makes up for the deficiency of the imaging spectrometer in realizing the polarization
snapshot function in the infrared band.

In addition, regarding the polarization image, the images of each polarization direction
for the target object, the images of each Stokes vector and the image fusing the Stokes
vectors were given here. The polarization angle image, the image of the S3 component
and the fused image of the polarization degree and polarization angle were not shown.
This was because a linearly polarized light source was used in the experiment, the Stokes
parameter S3 component was zero and the polarization angle was the angle between the
long axis and the horizontal axis of the polarization ellipse, so the polarization angle image
could not be given. At a later stage, to obtain the target polarization angle image and the
fusion image of the polarization angle and polarization degree, the polarization state of
the incident light can be changed and a phase retarder added in front of the polarization
channel corresponding to the 45◦ and 135◦ polarization directions. This part of the work
will be carried out with the further performance improvements of the system and will not
be elaborated here.

5. Conclusions

This paper initially introduced a PSIFTIS based on a roof-shaped stepped micromirror
as the interference core. Then, we introduced the basic working principle for the system,
provided the structural parameters for each subsystem and described the design of the
whole optical system. An optical simulation experiment was carried out, and the sim-
ulation results for the reconstructed spectrum without a peak shift were obtained. We
verified the feasibility of the system’s spectral reconstruction principle. Finally, a spectrum
reconstruction experiment for the optical system was carried out on the experimental plat-
form. We validated the advantage of polarization imaging through the complementarity
between the individual Stokes vector images. At the same time, in accordance with the
corresponding reconstructed spectral lines under the filter with a wavelength of 3800 nm,
we obtained experimental results showing that the polarization angle error was within 1◦,
the reconstructed spectrum error was within one resolution and the Stokes measurement
errors were 2.5%, 4.6% and 3.1%. The experiments confirmed that the system could perform
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polarization spectrum detection, had a high spectral resolution of 7.8 cm−1 and had a low
Stokes vector measurement error (less than 5%). We also carried out wideband detection
experiments and achieved satisfactory results.
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Appendix A

The derivation in Table 5 was the result of simulation analysis and calculation. The
detailed derivation process was as follows: Firstly, using Formula (8), we obtained the
Mueller matrix parameters for each polarization channel. When the angle error θ’ occurred
in a certain polarization channel, the Muller matrix was changed to:

Mlp =
1
2


1 cos 2(θ + θ′) sin2(θ + θ′) 0

cos 2(θ + θ′) cos2 2(θ + θ′) sin2(θ + θ′) cos 2(θ + θ′) 0
sin2(θ + θ′) sin2(θ + θ′) cos 2(θ + θ′) sin2 2(θ + θ′) 0

0 0 0 1

 (A1)

We kept the polarization directions of the other three polarization channels unchanged
and introduced θ′ error into the 90◦ polarization channel. In the optical simulation software,
we designed the polarizer array after introducing errors and input the corresponding matrix
parameters. We performed operations such as image segmentation, image registration
and inverse Fourier transformation on the obtained polarization image array. Finally, the
spectral peak information for each polarization channel was obtained using Formula (1).

According to the formula:{
B′S0(ν) = BI0(ν) + BI90+θ′

(ν)

B′S1(ν) = BI0(ν)− BI90+θ′
(ν)

(A2)

We could obtain the spectral peak information for the Stokes vector after introduc-
ing the polarization angle error. Finally, the measurement error range was obtained by
comparing it with the original Stokes vector.

error(%) =
B′Sn(ν)− BSn(ν)

BSn(ν)
(A3)

In the formula, n is 0,1. Similarly, the degree of polarization error could also be
calculated.
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